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What’s Inside:

Thanks for picking up the January 2007 edition of the JustUs-
Boys.com Magazine! After almost 18 months as a quarterly 
publication, we’re very happy to announce that beginning 
with this issue, we’ll be publishing every other month. We 
hadn’t anticipated going bimonthly until sometime in 2008, 
but the response to the magazine, from both readers and ad-
vertisers, has been so positive that we decided not to wait.
 
The new publication schedule means that we’ll be able to 
introduce you to a wider range of hot content and provide 
more timely coverage of the world of gay adult entertainment. 
You’ll find more interviews and profiles of the porn stars, 
models, site owners, and online personalities who make the 
Internet interesting and sexy!
 
As for this particular issue, we were thrilled to talk to photog-
rapher Stephen Underhill about his new book, “Rassle,” and 
to collaborate with him on our cover photo. We also had the 
good fortune to speak with the creative guys behind MenAt-
Play.com about those gorgeous men they dress up in business 
suits and undress quickly after. As if that weren’t enough, Jake 
Cruise discusses his new site, “Straight Guys for Gay Eyes,” 
which aims to serve up straight porn to a decidedly gay audi-
ence, and Mark Wolff gives us the inside track on his growing 
empire of muscle.
 
Lastly, if you’ll be anywhere near West Hollywood, CA on 
January 24th, be sure to stop by the party we’re throwing in 
celebration of our move to a bimonthly publication. In addi-
tion to the great music and hot men, you’ll get a goody bag full 
of sexy adult treats! Check JUBMag.com for details. Everyone 
is welcome!

Steven Underhill’s New Book!
- Rassle -
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DVD Review If you like it filthy and raunchy...
 

The kings of bareback porn are back for another 
round of cum guzzling fun in Hung & Raw: Palm 
Springs. Showcasing some of the hottest resorts 
in Palm Springs, this video features a variety of 
hot men getting it on. The action varies from hot 
1-on-1 sessions to steamy 3-ways and kinky fetish 
fucks, so there is a little something for everyone.
 

The models in the video are a mixed bag with all 
types of men featured. Smooth studs and hairy 
cum pigs get to share the spotlight. The DVD 
is also loaded with special features that warrant 
its purchase and will give you an excuse to pop 
it in again. Besides the standard previews there 
is a sexy and amusing behind the scenes feature 
that shows how the porn magic is created. But 
bareback and cum lovers will, of course, enjoy 
the cumshot reel, which is pretty much the main 
point of bareback porn.
 

Bottom Line:
Hung & Raw Palm Springs should please all fans 
of bareback porn. The variety of models and 
types of scenes guarantees that there is a little 
something for every taste. The exceptional bonus 
features also make this a worthwhile addition to 
any raw lover’s collection.

Read More and See Hot Photos Here:
JustUsBoys.com/hungandraw

Spotlight On: Hung and Raw: Palm Springs
From Hot Desert Knights

http://www.justusboys.com/hungandraw
http://www.circlejerkboys.com
http://www.boysgonebad.com
http://www.truetwinks.com
http://www.menover30.com
http://www.extrabigdicks.com
http://www.extrabigdicks.com
http://www.chaosmen.com
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JUB: What prompted the deci-
sion to create your own Internet 
empire?
Mark: I had a friend who gradu-
ated from university with a com-
puter science degree, and offered 
to build a small Internet site for 
me. This was about 7 years ago, 
I had lots of photos from my first 
few years modeling, and I had just 
made my first few solo videos, and 
was looking for a way to sell them. 

So we started my first site Mark-
Wolff.com, which was a free site, 
with about 150 photos and a small 
video store page, and automated 
order form. At that time I was just 
looking to build my recognition, 
sell a few videos and promote my 
club appearances.

JUB: What is the concept behind 
each of your various websites?
Mark: My original site MarkWolff.

com has over 10,000 photos of me 
and over 100 other physique mod-
els, it’s for people who like well 
built nude guys. I have expanded it 
in recent years and added a video 
section that contains clips and 
trailers of my videos, as well as live 
cams, and some solo JO video. But 
it is still primarily focused on still 
photo galleries. MarkWolffVideo.
com is just focused on video. I have 
all my full-length videos available 

for live streaming or download. 
I have 23 full-length videos up so 
far, as well I have the WolffPac solo 
video player that features over 35 
exclusive muscle models, in muscle 
worship and JO action. JockButt.
com is all about hot well built guys, 
showing off their beefy muscular 
asses in jocks, thongs and tight fit-
ting clothes. All content is exclu-
sive. We have over 100 models so 
far. It contains both photo and vid-
eo of each model. ProjectMuscle.
com is just kind of a catch all site it 

has some exclusive photo content, 
and then a ton of semi-exclusive 
photo content of hunks and muscle 
guys, it has a low monthly price and 
delivers a lot of bang for the buck.

JUB: What do you look for when 
finding models for your projects?
Mark: We look for guys with a 
good handsome face, and good 
athletic/muscular physiques. No 
twinks here. I prefer guys who are 
very confident in their looks and 
body, and who like to show off in 
front of the camera.

JUB: How has starting your own 
company changed your career?
Mark: There really has not been 
any change, as I have pretty much 
owned my business right from day 
one.

JUB: Are you still modeling? If 

so are you just modeling for your 
own projects? How often?
Mark: I have been pretty much 
semi-retired now for the past 2 
years. I still do some photos and 
video for my websites, but I have 
not done a magazine layout or club 
appearance in about 2 years now.

JUB: What is the most difficult 
part about running your own 
business?
Mark: There are lots of things that 
are difficult, trying to find enough 

time in the day to get all the things 
that need to get done, The day to 
day stress when things go wrong, 
and in the Internet business there 
are lots of things that can go wrong, 
from servers crashing, to password 
problems, billing problems, bad 
code, you name it, it happens al-
most every day. It also does not al-
low for a lot of social time for long 
periods of time.

JUB: What are some of the new 
developments that subscribers 
can enjoy on any of your sites?
Mark: Right now we are in the 
process of updating all the video 
players on our sites as well as the 
bit rates. We are moving up to a 
640 x 480 screen and the resolution 
quality is excellent. We have most 
of the videos up in the new format 
on JockButt now, and should have 
the rest of the sites done by the new 

year. We have also put up new de-
signs on all the sites as well; mark-
wolff.com and JockButt.com are 
up now with their new look. Mark-
WolffVideo.com will be live in late 
January 2007.

JUB: What projects do you have in 
store for the future?
Mark: I have always taken most 
of the money I earn from my sites 
and rolled it right back in, to shoot-
ing more models and bringing the 
quality level even higher. I will be 

shooting most of my content next 
year on HD however it will prob-
ably not be until 2008 before we 
will be putting out HD DVD as 
very few people have the HD play-
ers right now.

JUB: What is the most rewarding 
part of running your own busi-
ness?
Mark : I get a lot of satisfaction from 
seeing my business grow, and from 
people telling me how much they 
enjoy my sites, videos and models. 
I enjoy the freedom it brings, if I 
want to take the afternoon off and 
go play a round of golf, I can. It has 
also allowed me to travel the world, 
meet a lot of different people and 
make some great friends in a lot of 
different cities. I just wish I could 
get a few more hours sleep.

MARK WOLFF
Pur veyor  of  Musc le
MARK WOLFF
Pur veyor  of  Musc le

Mark Wolff is probably best known for his smoldering good looks, incredible ripped body and his 
buns of steel. But Mark is also a smart businessman who has taken his popularity as a physique 
model and launched a far more lucrative career producing his own websites. Mark is a purveyor of 
all things muscle, as one look at his signature Jock Butt site will no doubt prove. Rather than simply 
use his image as the selling point, Wolff instead uses high quality design, high-resolution media 
and the best models in the business to support his growing empire. JustUsBoys was able to chat 
with the hunky businessman about the developments in his career.

by:
Norm Mayers

Start learning more by visiting:
MarkWolff.com

http://www.markwolff.com
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FRESH FACES Who’s new?   Who’s Pretty?
Fresh Faces is your guide to new men on the web

Fun Fact:
Speaks French, “The Language of Love”.

More Photos:
 NextDoorMale.com

Fun Fact:
He has “Your Name” tattooed on his ass.

More Photos:
 MenOver30.com

Fun Fact:
Doesn’t go to the gym, but does 200 situps daily.

More Photos:
MiamiBoyz.com

Fun Fact:
Former fashion and fitness model in Milan.

More Photos:
 HotHouse.com

Fun Fact:
Businessman by day and big dick top by night!

More Photos:
 JapanBoyz.com

Fun Fact:
Has four tattoos which represent justice.

More Photos:
 PerfectGuyz.com

Fun Fact:
Doesn’t like to tell his age & loves going to the gym.

More Photos:
 RearStable.com

Fun Fact:
Still A Virgin... for the moment.

More Photos:
 HornyBoy.com

 Ben
Age 20 • From Czech • Stats 6’9” - 127#

 Beau
Age 32 • From Chicago • Stats 5’10” - 215#

 Samuel
Age 19 • From Montreal • Stats 5’9” - 155#

 Raudy
Age 19 • From Miami • Stats 5’7” - 140# 

 Francesco
Age 27 • From Rome • Stats 6’ 195#

 Susumu
Age 23 • From Japan • Stats 6’2” - 160#

 Peyton
Age 21 • From Florida • Stats 5’ 6” - 157#

 Dirk Jagar
Age ?? • From Berlin • Stats 6’- 190#

http://www.menover30.com
http://www.nextdoormale.com
http://www.miamiboyz.com
http://www.hothouse.com
http://www.japanboyz.com
http://www.perfectguyz.com
http://www.rearstable.com
www.hornyboy.com/jubmag
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Site Reviews Here are some more blogs we like...
 

GayPornBlog.com
Thirsty for news and tidbits direct from the very 
center of the world of gay porn? This well writ-
ten blog features interviews with today’s hot new 
stars, tales of behind the scenes drama, and fun 
facts from around the adult entertainment biz. 
Don’t miss the celebrity gossip, and reviews of 
the best porn, both past and present.

LavenderLounge.com/blog
The funky and fun porn site Lavender Lounge 
also has a snazzy blog that provides a nice mix 
of exclusive stories, video clips, and coverage of 
gay porn industry events. The simple design and 
witty posts make it a treat to stay on top of the 
comings and goings of your favorite hard and 
hung porno-celebrities.

omgblog.com
This charming blog is a mixed bag of celebrity 
news, naked boys, and the occasional political 
post to round things out. Where else can you 
go to find red carpet photos mixed with celeb-
rity nudes, naked rugby photos, Clay Aiken, and 
Barak Obama? This surprising and funny site is a 
great example of how blogs really are reflections 
of their author’s unique personalities.

Rentboy’s Brandon Baker gives us a peek into his 
world with his entertaining and photo laden blog. 
Readers can enjoy the latest news in gay porn, scour 
photos of events from Hollywood’s gay nightlife, and 
ogle at pics of the cutest boys ever. This guy stays 
busy, posting new entries daily, and his sense of hu-
mor will keep you coming back. If you want to stay 
in tune with the world of porn and hooking, this is 
definitely the place.

Check out the juicy details here:
PartywithBrandon.com

Spotlight On: PartywithBrandon
The life of a Rentboy

http://www.partywithbrandon.com
http://www.dirtyboyvideo.com
http://www.gaypornblog.com
http://www.lavenderlounge.com/blog
http://www.omgblog.com
www.hornyboy.com/jubmag
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California native Steven Underhill was one of those 
kids who was always running around with a camera, 
wanting you to be in his pictures or home movies. By 
the time he graduated from college (UCLA), he was 
no longer shooting his friends, but landscapes. The 
landscapes soon bit the dust, however, as Underhill 
gravitated back to portraits and hunky guys.

His seventh book, Rassle, was published in Novem-
ber, 2006 by Germany’s Bruno Gmünder, noted for 
its elegant books of erotic male photographs and 
illustrations. Rassle is unusual for combining color 
images with black and white, often on facing pages. 
Its theme of boys at play permits the artist to capture 
beautiful bodies in motion, whether singly, in pairs or 
as a threesome. The viewer can decide whether the 
tension so expressed is merely physical or borders on 
the erotic.

Underhill’s earliest books are out of print and fine 
copies command prices far higher than their original 
cover price, but you can get Rassle now, before it be-
comes a collector’s item. It’s a 96-page hardcover vol-
ume and is widely available online and in bookstores. 
To learn more about Steven Underhill, visit his Web 
site, stevenunderhill.com.

JustUsBoys talked to Steven shortly after Thanksgiv-
ing, about Rassle and his approach to photographing 
handsome young men.

JUB: What’s the nature of your recent affiliation with 
JustUsBoys and how did it come about?
Steven: I was in Palm Spring doing a few portrait 
shoots and saw the magazine all over the place. I con-
tacted Shannon, the kingpin of the operation, and 
asked if he would be interested in doing a piece on 
Rassle. He was familiar with my photography, and we 
came to the conclusion we could work together to our 
mutual benefit.

JUB: Why do you prefer to shoot in black and white?
Steven: It’s probably cerebral, from looking at Bruce 
Weber and Herb Ritts from the ’80s. There is a clarity, 
an artistic look, a stark/clean aspect to black and white. 
It’s attractive to me, although my style clearly extends 
to color, of late. Rassle, my seventh book, has both.

JUB: How does a model’s sexual orientation inform 
your work or your approach to photographing the 
model?
Steven: The Straight Boys books explored a fantasy 
theme. I did the original in 1997 and the sequel in 
2004. About 60 percent of the men in those books, as in 
all my published work, are straight. Shooting straight 
men may limit to some extent what I can do when 
shooting two guys together, but other than that, my 
direction is no different between shooting a straight or 
gay person. The model only needs to be willing to be 
photographed. There has to be that border exhibition-
ist aspect to someone, and guys who are comfortable 
with their sexuality generally don’t care who the audi-
ence is. Those are the guys who I often think are truly 
straight. The ones who are tentative, who have issues, 
are often ones with conflicted sexual orientation is-
sues, particularly since my work is so tame.

JUB: How do you find models?
Steven: I get models through agencies, on the street, 
by referral. In public places, I tend to look for models in 
transitory arenas, like a mall or movie theater. A work-
out gym is a sanctuary of sorts. It can be frustrating, 
because I see cover model types routinely in my gym, 
but what if they don’t call back  after you approach 
them? You don’t want to see your mistakes three days, 
or two weeks later, running next to you on a Precor. 
That would be uncomfortable. Moreover, you don’t 
want to be referred to as that “queer guy” who hands 
his card out.

JUB: You generally steer away from full-frontal nu-
dity. Is there an artistic or philosophical reason for 
this, or does it just make it easier to work with and 
find models?
Steven: One reason may be influences from early Ath-
letic Model Guild images and the work of Bruce We-
ber, Herb Ritts and Greg Gorman. The sexual tension 
created by the tease is interesting to me. For example, 

my 1998 book, Twins. Here you 
have good-looking brothers play-
ing around and after 96 pages, one 
wonders, will they or won’t they, 
did they or didn’t they, are they or 
aren’t they? It’s intriguing. It leaves 
you with questions. There’s some-
thing left to one’s imagination. 
Porn is too easy. It’s an open and 
shut thing. Personally, I look at it, 
and forget it. But the storytelling 
tease stuff draws me in, and I am 
left thinking about it. If I did do 
porn, it would be a hell of a lot bet-
ter than most of the stuff out there. 

So much porn, like so many other 
things, is mediocre. I would infuse 
some intrigue and style. Maybe my 
Protestant background and con-
servative upbringing would have 
me wait until my parents pass be-
fore I consider “cutting loose.”

JUB: Where was Rassle shot?
Steven: Rassle was shot mostly in 
the SF bay area, where I live. I am 
not knowledgeable about wres-
tling, so I was directionless on this 
aspect. it took longer than I expect-
ed, but I like the way my German 

art director (Joris Buiks) did the 
layout. Breaking it up into eight-
page vignettes gave it organization. 
There are a ton of pictures in this 
book. I like the size and the fact 
that I think there’s something here 
for everyone. I also like the wide 
ethnic diversity of this book.

You can find Rassle at your local 
bookstore or order it online at 
Amazon.com.  You can also have 
your own portrait shot by Steven 
by calling him at 415.370.7152 or 
visiting StevenUnderhill.com

by:
Ken FurtadoOn the Cover:

http://www.steveunderhill.com
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amateur british men
BLAKEMASON.COM

voted best new adult site - surfer’s choice
Cybersocket Awards 2006 USA

BLAKEMASON.COM - keeping the british end up!

http://www.youlovejack.com
http://www.tropixxxstudios.com
http://www.universal-bear.com
http://www.bananaguide.com
http://www.blakemason.com
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DVD Review Voyeuristic, interracial, and hot...
 

In Poolside Heat from director Alexander, Ra-
mon plays a shy patron at an all-male resort in 
Rio de Janeiro. The owners of the resort encour-
age their patrons to use the pool and other fa-
cilities, or wander the grounds, nude; they also 
encourage them to have sex openly, for the enjoy-
ment of other patrons who may wish to watch or 
join in.

Ramon prefers to lurk in the shadows and watch. 
Over the course of the film he becomes gradually 
more emboldened, pulling out his cock to jerk off, 
wandering in the nude in secluded areas where 
he’s not likely to be spotted, and finally jumping 
in the pool with a hardon and having public sex 
with another visitor at the resort.

All the scenes are three-ways, except the final 
scene with Ramon, and each three-way has a 
component where one of the men plays voyeur to 
the other two and a component where all three 
suck and fuck.

Bottom Line:
A sexy interracial film with plenty of hot studs 
and a tight script.  The voyeuristic aspect of the 
pairings gives a fresh take.  Recommended.

Read more and see hot photos here:
JustUsBoys.com/poolsideheat

Spotlight On: Poolside Heat
From Alexander Pictures

http://www.justusboys.com/poolsideheat
http://www.boykakke.com
http://www.adammale.com/5DVDS
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JUB: How did the two of you 
meet?
Marc: Well, we chatted online for 
awhile back and forth for like a 
month, and he had a trip to Dallas 
planned and wanted to meet me for 
dinner and I kind of f laked out for 
2 days and finally I was like just 
meet the guy and I did, and we have 
been together since then.

JUB: Was it love at first sight?
Marc: I’m not sure if I believe in 
love at first site but there was some-
thing there, very good chemistry 
lol, and him being such my type 
made it even more of an attraction.
Marco: I don’t know if it was love 
at first site, but definitely there was 
something sexy and exciting about 
this guy so I said to myself, well, 
why don’t I give him a chance?

JUB: How long have you been to-
gether?
Marc: We have been together for a 
year now. 

JUB: If either of you could live 
anywhere else, where would that 
be and why?
Marc: Spain or Paris.
Marco:  Definitely somewhere in 
Europe. It fits me better than L.A. 
and actually I’m gonna take him 
there one day, maybe for good ... 
(he doesn’t know about that yet).

JUB: How long have you both 
worked in the adult entertain-
ment industry?
Marc: I started doing the work back 
in 2001 and Marco started his first 

movies in Prague and Budapest 
back in 2000. Since 2001 I started 
to do movies here, but I think my 
best years are 2004 to now, when I 
started work for Hot House and be-
came one of their exclusives.

JUB: How did you get started?
Marc: I started with a website com-
pany Blackmen.net and did a video 
with them. From there I got an e-
mail from the talent director of 
COLT Studio, so I did a video with 
them and have been working with 
some great people since.
Marco: I started doing videos in 
Prague, when I answered an ad in a 
magazine and got hired. And then 
I was in California for the summer 
in 2001 and did the same thing 
here, and got hired again.

JUB: I understand you did a movie 
together, Justice, for Hot House. 
What was that experience like 
working together?
Marc: Well, it was not too bad. 
I think I was more of the type 
looking at the other guy touching 
Marco, with the evil eye, lol, but at 
the end of the day it’s just work and 
its nothing personal. You should 
always keep work and personal 
life separate; it makes things a lot 
easier.
Marco: We also did one scene to-
gether for Mustang Studio and the 
scene was shot in a really old dirty 
garage and we are all dirty from 
motor oil, but the scene is sizzling 
hot.

JUB: Marc, you have a website 
MarcWilliamsXXX.com. Tell us a 
little about that.
Marc: Well my site is mainly about 
me, and I feature all types of guys 
of different ethnic backgrounds, 
which is something I want to really 
focus on. And the site contains a 

gallery section which features a va-
riety of pictures. There is also my 
video section where you can view 
great quality videos of me and the 
models, and there is also a video 
preview area were you can preview 
my videos, which can give you a 
taste of what you will be seeing.

JUB: Are there any plans to do a 
website or other projects togeth-
er?
Marco: We’re not sure if we will 
do a website together but you never 
know. We have done other projects 
together and will do more if we 
have the opportunity to.
Marc: He is the easiest model for 
me to work with, lol. Maybe we 
should install some cameras in our 
house so our fans can watch us tak-
ing a shower or having sex. I think 
that would be good idea.

JUB: What would you like readers 
to know about you that they may 
be surprised to learn?
Marc: Well, sometimes we go to 
the club to pick up some hot guy or 
guys to have a hot threesome in our 
apartment, or foursome or more-
some .... (laugh) I love watching my 
partner do another guy and vice 
versa. It’s kind of exhibitionism in-
side both of us, I guess.

JUB: Being in a gay relationship 
can be challenging and being in a 
gay interracial relationship can be 
even more difficult.  Have either 
of you ever experienced any nega-
tivity from others because of your 
relationship?
Marco: No we have not experi-
enced any negative feedback from 
anyone, and hopefully it stays that 
way. When we go out people look 
but its maybe that they’re looking at 
my body or size but never have we 
gotten any ugly looks. Really being 
gay we have so many strikes against 
us, and also so many other that are 

prejudice against us, but I think 
it’s a shame that other gay men or 
women have prejudice against an-
other gay person; we’re all in the 
same fucking situation we should 
learn to live with one another and 
our differences.

Marc
& Marco

Photos by:
Rodney Washington
StudioGuyz.com

You can see more of Mark on his site:
MarcWilliamsXXX.com

Real Couples

http://www.marcwilliamsxxx.com
http://www.studioguyz.com
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Site Reviews Podcasts, video downloads and more!
 

PinkMafiaRadio.com
This excellent podcast explores the world of gay 
media with topics ranging from pornstars to 
community events to gays in the mainstream 
media. Always a good resource for info on men 
of color in the gay media. Past shows have in-
cluded stars such as Francois Sagat, Tiger Tyson, 
and Micheal Lucas but have also discussed topi-
cal subjects such as Logo series Noah’s Ark and 
bareback porn.

GayPimp.com
Johnny McGovern is a gay renaissance man, 
working his persona as the gay pimp as an actor, 
musician, writer, and party promoter. Now with 
his own podcast, everyone can enjoy the exploits 
of the Gay Pimp. 

QueerPalm.com
Need porn for your Ipod? Well this site has you 
covered providing hundreds of dirty clips to 
download onto your Ipod, PSP, or Pocket PC. 
Aren’t those things made for something other 
than jacking off? With all the vids available on 
this site your Ipod won’t have much space for 
music. But who needs music when you have porn 
literally in the palm of your hand.

If outrageous humor and drag queen antics are your 
idea of a good time you will love the Tim and Roma 
video podcast. Delving deep into the porn world, 
this insanely funny show features interviews with 
the industry elite, excursions to the hottest and sexi-
est events, and unpredictable insanity. The hosts are 
quite involved in the industry so expect only the best 
of the best on this highly entertaining show. 

Get read to laugh over at:
TimandRoma.com

Spotlight On: Tim and Roma
Over the Top Comedy Entertains

http://www.timandroma.com
http://www.queerpalm.com
http://www.gaypimp.com
http://www.pinkmafiaradio.com
http://www.perfectguyz.com
http://www.englishlads.com
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JustUsBoys: How did Menatplay come about?
Menatplay: Menatplay was formed four years ago 
from our bedroom in South London. We took pictures 
with a digital camera and kept painting the wall dif-
ferent colors to make the scenes look varied! The site 
started out of our frustration at not being able to find 
scenarios and men we found really hot.

JUB: What was the inspiration for the suit-and-tie 
theme?
MAP: We wanted to present truly masculine men in 
a new light, and this seemed a perfect way. It turned 
out that thousands of guys agreed, so Menatplay grew 
beyond our expectations. There is something sexy and 
symbolic about a guy in a suit. It is so far removed from 
gay culture that the man seems more masculine than 
if he were flexing his muscles in a pair of hot pants. It 
also lends itself to fantasy scenarios that had not been 
covered in gay porn. That contrast strikes a chord with 
working men all over the world. The suit covers the 
whole body and yet exudes testosterone charged mas-
culinity. It creates the atmosphere for sexually charged 
scenes as there is more room for foreplay, a buildup, 
an anticipation as each item of clothing is removed or 
sometimes ripped from the guy’s body. With suited 
studs you have great fuel for office or board room ri-
valries and games of power, dominance and submis-
sion that use sex as their weapon. We also have Tj the 
receptionist, who lures businessmen from the waiting 

room before their next meeting. And if a city slicker 
visits Doctor Richards, he is sure to get a thorough and 
very deep probing! Apart from office-based scenarios, 
we have fun trying our suited guys in less obvious situ-
ations — sex with the pool boy, the stable hand, the 
tailor. Even the groom and his best man get it on in the 
limo on the way to church.

JUB: Do the models provide their own suits?
MAP: We dress the models ourselves. With such heavy 
emphasis on clothing, the guys must look right and fit 
well in their suits. Sometimes we do have to cram mod-
els’ toes into shoes two sizes too small and pin back 
their jackets. We also have to ensure that their suit and 
tie ensembles won’t clash! Since the symbolism of a 
suit is of masculinity, manliness and — to be honest 
— straightness, we like to find models who really fit 
those criteria. We have a wardrobe of about 40 suits of 
different styles, colors and sizes. I guess the look is not 
far removed from the world of uniform fetish; many 
suit lovers also have an interest in uniforms and even 
leather, as it’s all about clothes expressing masculinity.
Many of our models have never worn a suit, and I think 
there have only been two who knew how to tie a neck-
tie properly. In our behind-the-scenes clips, you see 
us dressing the guys, which has a sexy appeal in itself. 
Many models comment how the suit makes them feel 
good and adopt a confident ballsy, even arrogant swag-
ger! And confidence is sexy!

JUB: How do you get your models?
MAP: Models contact us through the website but we 
also use agencies and search for talent on gay dating 
sites. We get a good mix of amateur very natural guys 
and we also get top porn stars who are intrigued by the 
suit theme. We find models from all over Europe but 
have filmed some American guys too. People comment 
on how the real manly guys tend to be older — late 20s 
to early 40s. Younger twinky or effeminate guys tend 
to look like inept schoolboys forced to wear their Sun-
day best.

JUB: Do the models have any input into who their 
partners are?
MAP: We usually send pics to models before the shoot 
so they have input into who they would like to work 
with. We also have a large percentage of straight guys 
on the site, some gay for pay and some doing solos. A 
couple of straight guys have brought girlfriends along 
to watch. I’m not sure if that’s to help turn them on or 
to protect them from wandering gay hands.

JUB: Any plans to shoot in the US?
MAP: We now run everything from our studio in 
South London, where we build many of the sets, but we 
film on location now and again. We filmed once in Mi-
ami; it was great to be out in the sun for a change. We 
also filmed in the back of a parked London cab, with 
the driver’s permission, but it was difficult for the poor 

guys to cum when they had to put their dicks away ev-
ery time someone walked by.

JUB: What’s something funny or interesting that 
happened during a shoot?
MAP: While filming in a stretch limo, our driver 
turned onto a very narrow road while the guys were 
performing in the back. Suddenly, more cars arrived 
and parked. It was mums coming to pick up their kids 
from school. We were trapped. Luckily the windows 
were blacked out, but then the driver hit one of the 
mums’ cars. Our attempts to remain inconspicuous 
went out the window. Needless to say, the models had 
to zip up.

JUB: What do site members have to look forward to?
MAP: Menatplay is so much more than a man in a suit; 
it is the symbolism of the suit and the way masculinity 
is expressed through it and changed by its juxtaposi-
tion with the other sexual imagery that is so appeal-
ing. The growth of Menatplay has led to exciting de-
velopments. We put on a live stage show at the Famous 
Heaven nightclub in London, which was a real spec-
tacle of dancers, strippers and great music — a huge 
success for us and such a buzz. A photo book will be 
released in 2007 by Bruno Gmünder and since Nov. 1, 
2006 Menatplay now donates 1 British pound of each 
subscription to the National AIDS Trust to show com-
mitment to its safe sex message.

by:
Ken Furtado

MEN AT PLAY
men playing in suits
For the site visitor or member, Menatplay.com is a fun place to hang out for a while or to enjoy a 
cyber cock tail after a hard day’s work. But for the guys who run the site, it takes a lot of effort to 
keep things hot and fresh, and there’s a method to their badness.

Focus On:

http://www.menatplay.com
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Site Reviews Looking to break-in and break-out?
 

StudioGuyz.com
Photographer Rodney Washington is known for 
shooting some of the hottest men in the business. 
His photos have appeared in magazines such as 
Men Magazine and Playgirl as well as JustUsBoys. 
He is the man when you need to that polished and 
sexy centerfold style photography. Check out his 
site for tons of information and rates on how to 
get those pics you need to take your portfolio to 
the next level.

FabScout.com
Want to break into the industry? FabScout Enter-
tainment represents some of the biggest and best 
names in male adult entertainment and this site 
gives you all the info you need to get your foot in 
the door.

StudioCody.com
As the official site of internationally acclaimed 
photographer Victor Cody, this is a one-stop shop 
for hot images, casting calls and events from one 
of the industry’s most sought after image maker. 
Victor’s client list includes all the top gay publica-
tions and many of today’s top adult performers 
and fitness models. The site also provides info on 
how to book Cody for print or video work.

The FCF Agency is quite unique in the adult in-
dustry. Not only is it a large and diversified talent 
agency catering to both men and women, but its also 
a production house, providing work for its roster of 
models through its own websites. You can get a feel 
for the types of models FCF represents by browsing 
the large galleries. The site is professional and easy 
to navigate, making it easy to find all of the informa-
tion you need to apply.

If you have what it takes, find out more:
FCFAgency.com

Spotlight On: FCF Agency
Be the Next Adult Star

http://www.fcfagency.com
http://www.studioguyz.com
http://www.fabscout.com
http://www.studioCody.com
http://www.nextdoormale.com
http://www.musclehunks.com
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DVD Review A Must For Any Collection...
 

The Show is an excellent video that finds two porn 
powerhouses coming together creatively, namely 
the kinky flicks of Dark Alley Media and the thug 
porn of Pitbull Productions. The concept is origi-
nal as well: a reality show contest where the con-
testants fuck each other silly to win the affections 
of the rich bachelor Matthias von Fistenberg. It’s 
pretty much like Jerry Hall’s Kept but instead of 
a middle-aged hag we get a hot muscle stud. The 
Show Part 2 picks up right where part one left off. 
The incredibly hot cast must continue with more 
erotic challenges to see who will wind up on top, 
quite literally.
 

The cast in this video is top notch all the way and 
is also incredibly diverse. There is someone for 
every taste here from sexy French boy Gabriel 
Sinclair to thug cutie Tiger Tyson.
 

The Bottomline:
The Show Part 2 is a welcome addition to any 
porn gallery. It is refreshing to see interracial gay 
porn produced with such quality. A clever and 
engaging concept, hot models that appeal to all 
tastes and some seriously intense fucking make 
this release a must for any collection.Read More and See Hot Photos Here:

JustUsBoys.com/theshow2

Spotlight On: The Show 2
from Pitbull Productions

http://www.8teenboy.com
http://www.bukbuddies.com
www.thugmart.com?s=shop
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don’t have a problem with that.  But a few have.  So I 
just wait until they start eating pussy.  All but one of 
them has kneeled on the bed and put his face down to 
munch.  Naturally his ass goes in the air and his cheeks 
spread wide.  So I then take the camera for a “sweep” 
shot and pause for a while on his butt hole!  Sneaky, 
aren’t I?

JUB: You also sell the videos through the site. How 
has that helped to shape the business?
Jake: We sell a lot of DVDs because many people, in-
cluding myself, prefer to watch porn on a TV and not 
on a computer.  So we gave people the choice to watch 
online or buy a DVD. Once we begin creating retail 
DVD for Straight Guys for Gay Eyes, the way we have 
for Jake Cruise, then it will expose more people to the 
site.  Right now we are looking for a distributor to carry 
the retail SG4GE line.  Some have been wary because it 
is a rather unique product.

JUB: On a more serious note, do you think your 
site reinforces the typical gay pre-occupation with 
straight men?
Jake: When the site first launched, I got hate mail from 
several gay men.  They stated that it was not good for 
the gay community and that gay men should not want 
to watch straight porn.  How sad, I thought. For years 
the right wing religious zealots have told us we should 
not be attracted to another man.  Now some gay men 
are telling other gay men they shouldn’t be attracted to 
straight men.  It’s the ultimate in hypocrisy.

 I don’t think there is such a thing as a “typical gay pre-
occupation with straight men.”  Right now there are 
several sites that present straight men having gay sex, 
and they are successful.  But, Jake Cruise is successful 
and it has me, a 48-year-old man, having sex with hot 
hunks - gay or straight or bi.  So maybe there’s a “typi-
cal gay pre-occupation with middle-aged men?”

JUB: What are some of the new technologies and 
developments that have been added to the site re-
cently?
Jake: We started out using Windows Media files that 
use DRM (digital rights management) technology.  
We are now moving away from that as fast as we can. 
There were many technical problems that people expe-
rienced.  And Mac owners could not become members.  
Mac users on JakeCruise.com make up about 10% of 
members.  Add to that all the Windows users with 
technical problems who couldn’t use DRM and that 
leaves out a large chunk of users. Recently we added 
QuickTime downloadable movies to the site.  So now 
everyone has access to my movies.

JUB: What can members expect to see in the coming 
months?
Jake: A lot more of the same.  Hot men having hot 
straight sex.  I hope to travel to both Australia and Bra-
zil soon.  I will be shooting scenes for both SG4GE.com 
and JakeCruise.com.

JUB: How did the concept for SG4GE.com first come 
about?
Jake: I like hot men, no matter their sexuality.  And I 
really like to see the guy enjoy what he’s 
doing.  There’s a lot of gay porn 
where I can see hot gay men 
having a blast.  But there was 

no straight porn that showed the men having a good 
time, because the movies are all about the woman.  So 
I decided to shoot straight porn with three differences.  
One is that the focus is exclusively on the man and 
not the woman.  The second is that the woman never 
takes all of her clothes off or fakes her moans.  Third is 
that both the guy and the girl have a lot of fun... and of 
course I don’t shoot just any straight guy — they have 
to be hot hunks.

JUB: What has the response to the site been like?
Jake: Initially the response was very good.  And the 
site has steadily increased in membership.  We started 
out with 10 scenes and now we have over 70.  Natu-

rally, the more content you have the more people 
are likely to join.

JUB: What do you look for in the models 
that you use on the site?
Jake: They need to be hot!  The age doesn’t 
matter, as long as they have a great body 
and a handsome face.  I don’t care if they’ve 
done gay-for-pay before.  There are quite 
a few models on SG4GE.com that have 
been on JakeCruise.com.  Some have been 
GFP for other studios, and some guys are 
probably bi-sexual.  But, they really show 
they like fucking women.  That’s the most 
important part for me.
 

JUB: What about the females? Do the 
guys bring in their girlfriends or do you 

have regular girls that you always use?
Jake: A little of both.  There are several cou-

ples on the site.  Some are boyfriend/girlfriend 
and others are married.  But I do use certain 

girls regularly.  The first 13 scenes were all with 
the same girl.  And I’ve repeated some girls several 
times. 
JUB: How do you get these straight guys to show 
off their asses for the camera?
Jake: Promise not to tell?  Actually, most of the guys 

There is just something about straight guys. They are the forbidden fruit; the untouchable. It is a 
known fact that many straight porn stars have quite a following in the gay community. Many even 
communicate with their gay fans regularly. But straight porn is made for straight men and it focuses 
on the woman, her body, and her expressions. Enter Jake Cruise, the master of voyeuristic Internet 
porn, who has exposed us to many a straight boy through his site, JakeCruise.com. With Straight 
Guys For Gay Eyes (sg4ge.com), Jake has launched a brilliant idea. Viewers get to watch hot young 
straight guys in their element, but the camera is focused on the men and their physiques. It’s a 
welcome role reversal that is adding a whole new element to the world of gay porn.

Straight Guys for Gay Eyes

by:
Norm MayersA Closer Look:

http://www.sg4ge.com
http://www.jakecruise.com
http://www.SG4GE.com
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http://www.uknakedmen.com
www.idlube.com
http://www.manifestmen.com
http://www.totallyhotmen.com
http://www.treasureislandmedia.com
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Only eighteen months have passed since muscle God, Jason Adonis, 
told JustUsBoys.com Magazine that he had parted ways with the  

porn-powerhouse Falcon Studios, but now he is back better 
than ever in “The Farmers Son” due in stores February 2007. 

If you are anything like me, you have anticipated seeing this per-
fectly defined muscle stud getting his amazing bubble ass plowed 
for a long time. The lucky guy that got to pop Jason’s cherry is 

none other than mega-hunk Falcon exclusive Erik Rhodes.  

Chris Steele, director, commented, “The bottoming 
scene with Jason Adonis was a porn director’s 

dream come true. It was well worth the wait.  
Watching a major powerhouse like Erik 

Rhodes take on Adonis was an amazing 
sight:  they’re two of the most beautifully 

muscled thoroughbreds in the biz so this 
is a must-see-scene!”  

I couldn’t agree with him more.  From 
the sucking to the rimming and fi-
nally the fucking, this scene joined 

two of the sexiest guys in the industry 
together to create another Falcon Studios 

masterpiece.  We’ve been waiting a long time 
to get to see Jason Adonis perform like this! 

So while we may never know the whole 
story on why Jason was so upset dur-

ing his first interview with us and 
how that bridge was rebuilt, we’re 
happy that is all worked out in the 
“end”. 

This hot scene from “The Farm-
ers Son” is currently available 

through Video-On-Demand on 
the Falcon website and the whole 

DVD will be out this spring.

Jason Adonis
Finally Bottoms for Falcon Studios!

You can watch this scene at:
FalconStudios.com

Site Reviews Blogs, Videos & More from Hot Pornstars!

BrentXXX.com
Brent Everett is one of porn’s hottest new talents. 
The perfect combination of twinkish good looks, 
a bad boy demeanor and a massive cock make 
this rising talent irresistible. A smoldering stud if 
there ever was one, Brent is a true hot commod-
ity in the industry. Exclusive photos, videos and a 
live cam await members of his personal site.

PeteRossXXX.com
The chameleon-like Pete Ross has the distinction 
of being the first adult performer to be nomi-
nated simultaneously for Best Newcomer and 
Performer of the Year at the GayVN awards. His 
personal site contains everything you want to 
know about Pete with an extensive bio, gallery, 
and link to his blog.

DieselWashington.blogspot.com
One of Titan’s newest stars is the super hunky 
and dominating Diesel Washington. This moun-
tain of muscle is also quite a funny guy as his en-
tertaining blog is a testament to. Washington has 
one of the meanest personas of the current crop 
of new stars but here you get a chance to see the 
real guy. Read all about his porn exploits and his 
hilarious rants and raves.

Adam Faust began his porn career as a fisting top 
but now has segued into more mainstream fare, get-
ting us hot in films from Studio 2000, Hot House, 
Titan, Lucas Entertainment and Falcon. His sharply 
designed personal site details everything you need 
to know about this rising porn stud including his 
videography and travel schedule. Have a look at his 
blog to get some personal details or purchase some 
of his used gear if you need something even more 
personal.

Check out the man under the jock:
AdamFaust.com

Spotlight On: AdamFaust
Rising Pornstar Sells His Used Gear

http://www.falconstudios.com
http://www.adamFaust.com
http://www.brentxxx.com
http://www.peterossxxx.com
http://www.DieselWashington.blogspot.com
http://www.rentboy.com
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JustUsBoys
  PARTY

N N

The JUB Magazine is going bimonthly!
Celebrate with us January 24 in West Hollywood

Special Guests • Kick Ass DJ • Hot Strippers
Drink Specials • No Cover • Free Gift Bags

Where:  Club 7969 on Santa Monica Blvd
When: January 24  From: 9pm - 2am

For details visit JustUsBoys.com/party

Subscribe:
Don’t miss a single issue.  We will ship 
your magazine 6 times per year  in a 
plain white envelope directly to you!

# Cut Along Dashed Line or Just Rip It Out, we’re happy either way...

The JustUsBoys.com Magazine is printed 6 
times per year.  Now you don’t have to wait 
to find it on the stands.  We are now happy 
to make it available for direct mailing right 
to the address of your choice.

Each issue will conveniently arrive in your 
mailbox for only $24 (400 per issue).  You 
can pay conveniently with your Visa, Mas-
tercard, Discover or American Express.  If 
you prefer you may also include a check or 
money order.

Mail this form to:
Vibe Media, Inc.
8581 Santa Monica Blvd. #497
West Hollywood, CA 90069

Please fill out completely and mail in:
 
Name:

Address:

City:

State:                     ZIP:

Phone:

Name on Credit Card:

Credit Card Number:

Expiration:           CVV2:

Available in the United States and Canada Only - If not paying by Credit Card, enclose check or money order.

http://www.justusboys.com/party
http://www.brokestraightboys.com
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